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ABSTRACT

Context. The Sco OB2 association is the nearest OB association, extending over approximately 2000 square degrees on the sky. Only
its brightest and most massive members are already known (from Hipparcos) across its entire size, while studies of its lower mass
population refer only to small portions of its extent.
Aims. In this work we exploit the capabilities ofGaia DR2 measurements to search for Sco OB2 members across its entire size and
down to the lowest stellar masses.
Methods. We used bothGaiaastrometric (proper motions and parallaxes) and photometric measurements (integrated photometry and
colors) to select association members, using minimal assumptions derived mostly from the Hipparcosstudies.Gaia resolves small
details in both the kinematics of individual Sco OB2 subgroups and their distribution with distance from the Sun. We developed
methods to explore the 3D kinematics of a stellar population covering large sky areas.
Results. We �nd nearly 11 000 pre-main-sequence (PMS) members of Sco OB2 (with less than 3% �eld-star contamination), plus
� 3600 main-sequence (MS) candidate members with a larger (10–30%) �eld-star contamination. A higher con�dence subsample of
� 9200 PMS (and� 1340 MS) members is also selected (<1% contamination for the PMS), however this group is a� ected by larger
(� 15%) incompleteness. We separately classify stars in compact and di� use populations. Most members belong to one of several
kinematically distinct di� use populations, whose ensemble clearly outlines the shape of the entire association. Upper Sco is the
densest region of Sco OB2. It is characterized by a complex spatial and kinematical structure and has no global pattern of motion.
Other dense subclusters are found in Lower Centaurus-Crux and in Upper Centaurus-Lupus; the richest example of the latter, which
has been recently identi�ed, is coincident with the group near V1062 Sco. Most of the clustered stars appear to be younger than the
di� use PMS population, suggesting star formation in small groups that rapidly disperse and are diluted, reaching space densities lower
than �eld stars while keeping memory of their original kinematics. We also �nd that the open cluster IC 2602 has a similar dynamics
to Sco OB2, and its PMS members are currently evaporating and forming a di� use (size� 10� ) halo around its double-peaked core.

Key words. open clusters and associations: individual: Sco OB2 – stars: pre-main sequence – parallaxes – proper motions

1. Introduction

Sco OB2 is the OB association nearest to the Sun. Its proper-
ties were reviewed by Preibisch & Mamajek (2008), who sum-
marized a very large literature up to that date. Its close distance
(of order of 120–160 pc), together with the low spatial den-
sity of its probable members, makes a comprehensive study
of its total population very di� cult. As summarized by
Preibisch & Mamajek (2008), there was a decade-long debate
on whether this assembly of B stars (only one O star,� Oph,
is known to belong to the association) represents one physical
entity or not. The very diluted appearance, and the similarity
between the proper motion (PM) of putative members with the
re�ex solar motion were arguments against its real existence.
The Hipparcosdata published by de Zeeuw et al. (1999) pro-
vided however evidence in favor of a physical origin of the asso-
ciation, but were limited to its brightest members. As remarked
by Preibisch & Mamajek (2008), most of its members are still
undiscovered, if a normal initial mass function (IMF) is present.
The Sco OB2 association consists of three large subassocia-
tions: Upper Sco-Cen (USC), which still has ongoing star forma-
tion in the � Oph dark clouds; Upper Centaurus-Lupus (UCL),

? Full Tables A.1 and A.2 are only available at the CDS via anony-
mous ftp tocdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5 ) or via http:
//cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/623/A112

which contains the Lupus dark clouds; and Lower Centaurus-
Crux (LCC), which crosses the Galactic plane from N to S,
which is thought to be the oldest part of Sco OB2.

ThehugeapparentsizeofScoOB2(approximately80� � 30� ),
and its sky position toward the densest regions of the inner Galac-
tic plane, are big obstacles for a large-scale study of its popula-
tion across the entire stellar mass range. Existing large-scale sur-
veys such as PanSTARRS (Chambers et al. 2016) or VPHAS+
(Drew et al. 2014) cover only a small fraction of the entire asso-
ciation. In fact, the great majority of the literature on Sco OB2
(too vast to be reviewed in this work) consists of studies of spatial
regionscoveringonlyasmall fractionof theassociationsize.Even
X-ray imaging surveys, such as those by Krautter et al. (1997) on
Lupus or Sciortino et al. (1998) on Upper Sco yielded only 136
and 50 members, respectively, over a combined sky region of
� 10% of the total Sco OB2 extent. Studies such as Pecaut et al.
(2012) or Pecaut & Mamajek (2016; PM16) on the late-type
Sco OB2 population discovered less than 600 members, selected
using a wide variety of methods; others like Hoogerwerf (2000)
are a� ected by substantial �eld-star contamination. Instead, the
Gaiaobservations (Gaia Collaboration 2016, 2018) are very well
suited to a complete study, ful�lling the requisites of homogene-
ity over the entire size of the association, su� cient photomet-
ric depth to cover the entire mass range, and extremely high
astrometric precision to resolve ambiguities with re�ex solar
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motion and to avoid strong �eld-star contamination. Therefore,
we devote this work to the study of the entire Sco OB2 associa-
tion using theGaia DR2 data. Partial studies of the region have
already been presented by Wright & Mamajek (2018) using ear-
lier Gaia DR1 data, limited to the brighter stars in the Upper-
Sco region. UsingGaia DR2 data, Manara et al. (2018) have
studied a small number of candidate members in the Lupus
clouds, of which only �ve were con�rmed as members; instead,
Goldman et al. (2018) have reported on the discovery of more
than 1800 members in the Lower Cen-Crux part of Sco OB2
down to substellar masses.

Throughout this work, we use exclusivelyGaiadata as much
as possible, even though there are many other datasets available
on this association, with a two-fold purpose: The �rst is maxi-
mum uniformity, since member samples assembled in previous
studies do not bene�t from such a uniform selection strategy as
is now possible withGaia; second, in doing this we develop and
test a method for studying young clusters and associations using
Gaia, which might in principle be applied to a large number of
star formation regions, for which less or no auxiliary data are
available to complementGaiadata.

An astrometric study of the census of a cluster or associa-
tion has its roots in the kinematical coherence of their members,
inherited from the bulk motion of their parent cloud. In the case
of an association like Sco OB2, extended over tens of degrees
in the sky, projection and depth e� ects become important, and
have actually been exploited in the studies based on Hipparcos
(convergent-point method), such as de Zeeuw et al. (1999) or
de Bruijne (1999). We discuss in depth the reconstruction of
space velocities based on the newGaia data. Since theGaia
DR2 parallaxes (� ) used in this work are much more precise
than the Hipparcosparallaxes, some methods we discuss were
not directly applicable to the Hipparcosdata. It is also worth
remarking that very young clusters are often not “kinematically
simple”, but show instead evidence of multiple kinematical pop-
ulations in the same sky region: some examples are found in
Je� ries et al. (2014), Tobin et al. (2015), Sacco et al. (2015), or
Damiani et al. (2017).

This paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 describes the
Gaia data used. Section 3 discusses analytical transformations
between apparent and space velocities that are relevant in this
context. Section 4 presents our criteria for member selection.
Section 5 presents the selection of various Sco OB2 subpopu-
lations based on spatial and kinematical criteria. Section 6 dis-
cusses ages of the subpopulations. Section 7 discusses the 3D
structure of the association. Finally, Sect. 8 provides a conclud-
ing summary of results.

2. Gaia observations

With an estimated size of� 2000 square degrees, and its location
in the inner Galactic plane, a blind search among allGaia DR2
sources would yield an unmanageable source list. We therefore
selectGaia sources up to some maximum distance. In order to
choose the distance limit, we matched the Hipparcosprobable
Sco OB2 members from de Zeeuw et al. (1999) with theGaia
DR2 catalog, keeping onlyGaiasources with small relative error
on parallax (i.e.,�= � � > 10), and computed their cumulative dis-
tance distribution (Fig. 1). This shows that while� 90% of these
stars have distancesd in the range 100< d < 170 pc, a curi-
ous tail including� 8% of stars extends as far asd � 300 pc.
In our search for Sco OB2 members, we decided to set an ini-
tial distance limit to 200 pc and examine later any evidence for
association members between 200 and 300 pc.

Fig. 1. Cumulative distribution ofGaia DR2 distances for Hipparcos
members of Sco OB2. The vertical dotted line indicates our initial sur-
vey limit (200 pc). The horizontal dotted line indicates the percentage
(92%) of Hipparcosmembers closer than this distance.

In addition to the distance constraint, we note that the large
majority (� 90%) of � measurements inGaia DR2 are of low
S/N ratio, and do not allow us to locate stars with great preci-
sion. Therefore, we also require that�= � � > 10 (column paral-
lax_over_error from table gaiadr2.gaia_source), that is a relative
error on� (and distance) less than 10%, for a good 3D position-
ing of all candidate members.

The spatial region used for selection was chosen to be
slightly larger than that shown in de Zeeuw et al. (1999) and
Preibisch & Mamajek (2008; their Fig. 2) to determine the
boundaries of Sco OB2 in the most unbiased way. Therefore, we
searched theGaia DR2 catalog in the galactic longitude range
280 < l < 360 and galactic latitude range� 10 < b < +30. This
search, with the above constraints on� > 5 and �= � � > 10,
resulted in 308 260GaiaDR2 sources.

Besides the above �ltering on parameter paral-
lax_over_error, we experimented with the quality �lters
number (1) to (3) suggested by Arenou et al. (2018). Filter
(1) is based on the astrometric� 2, modulated by theGaia
G magnitude of the object; �lter (2) is a photometric quality
�lter, which is only useful if usingGaia colors; �lter (3) is
based on the number ofGaia observations contributing to a
given measurement. It turns out however that applying �lters
(1) and (3) to theGaia source list obtained above produces a
rather large e� ect, in which only 149 141 of the sources (� 48%)
pass the selection. We therefore tried to estimate whether this
re�nement brings a worthy improvement in our Sco OB2Gaia
source sample. Figure 2 shows theGaia source density in the
PM plane (� l ; � b) in Galactic coordinates with �lters (1) and (3)
applied. The �gure also shows theGaia PMs of the probable
Sco OB2 (Hipparcos) members from de Zeeuw et al. (1999),
which coincide with a source density enhancement. The bulk of
�eld sources appear rather spread across the whole PM plane
and there is only a modest enhancement near (� l ; � b) = (� 5;0).
The red polygon encloses all Hipparcos members and the
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Fig. 2. Density plot (2D histogram) ofGaia sources in the PM plane
(� l ; � b) in Galactic coordinates, with parallax� > 5 and relative error
on parallax�= � � > 10, Gaussian-smoothed, and with �lters (1) and
(3) applied (see Sect. 2 for details). The circle at (� l ; � b) = (� 40; � 28)
indicates the 1� � size of the smoothing Gaussian. The small cross
at (� l ; � b) = (� 40; � 25) represents the median PM error. Black dots
indicate the HipparcosSco OB2 likely members from de Zeeuw et al.
(1999). The color scale on the top axis indicates source density is in
units of sources/(mas/yr)2. The red polygon enclosing all Hipparcos
members de�nes the extraction region of PM-selectedGaia Sco OB2
candidate members.

correspondingGaia-source density enhancement, and therefore
de�nes our initial member selection region.

By contrast, Fig. 3 shows theGaia source density in the
same PM plane, but without �lters (1) and (3) from Arenou et al.
(2018). The di� erence is striking, especially in the bulk of �eld
stars near (� 5;0) outside the initial selection polygon, and at the
same time detailed structures inside the member-selection region
are much better de�ned. Therefore, �ltering with criteria (1) and
(3) appears to be overdone especially for the �eld stars, and
we chose not to apply these further restrictions to our initially
selectedGaia sample. It is nevertheless reassuring that the frac-
tional rejection caused by these additional �lters a� ects likely
members (inside the red polygon) much less than �eld stars, so
that our �nal results are qualitatively una� ected by either choice.

Figure 2 shows also the median error on PM and the size
of the smoothing Gaussian, both of which are much smaller
than the distinct substructures that are evident in the density dis-
tribution of candidate members. These latter indicate therefore
resolved dynamical structures of the member population, which
we examine in detail in the following sections. The number of
initial candidate members (inside the red polygon) is 40 512. We
refer to these as PM-selected stars.

3. Space velocities

Before proceeding further, it is necessary to recall that a kinemat-
ical stellar group is de�ned as having a common space motion,
rather than a common PM. For a compact group (less than 5–10�

on the sky) there is little di� erence between the two represen-

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but without �lters (1) and (3). The same color
scale is employed; densities above the range in the top-axis color bar are
shown in white (e.g., the core of the �eld-star distribution near (� 3,0)).

tations, hence analysis in the PM plane is usually su� cient to
study memberships in compact clusters. This is not true if an
association of stars, such as Sco OB2 in its entirety, extends over
several tens of degrees. We therefore devote this section to the
development of a novel procedure (as far as we know) that is
able to characterize di� use kinematical groups in which 5D data
(position, parallax, and PM) are available for each star, as in the
present case.

The equations to convert sky positions (including distanceR)
and motion to space coordinates and velocities are

X = Rcosbcosl (1)
Y = Rcosbsinl (2)
Z = Rsinb (3)

then, space velocitiesU;V;W are

U �
dX
dt

=
dR
dt

cosbcosl � Rsinbcosl
db
dt

� Rcosbsinl
dl
dt

(4)

V �
dY
dt

=
dR
dt

cosbsinl � Rsinbsinl
db
dt

+ Rcosbcosl
dl
dt

(5)

W �
dZ
dt

=
dR
dt

sinb + Rcosb
db
dt

� (6)

These de�nitions of U;V;W follow the same convention
adopted in many previous works (e.g., de Zeeuw et al. 1999;
Dehnen & Binney1998;Famaey et al.2005;van Leeuwen2009)1.
Now, we have, where� R indicates radial velocity,

dR
dt

= � R (7)

1 There is no universal convention on the de�nition ofU; some authors
de�ne thisvalueasU = � dX=dt, asmentionedbyJohnson & Soderblom
(1987).
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db
dt

= � b (8)

cosb
dl
dt

= � l (9)

so that the above equations transform to

U = � R cosbcosl � Rsinbcosl � b � Rsinl � l (10)
V = � R cosbsinl � Rsinbsinl � b + Rcosl � l (11)
W = � R sinb + Rcosb � b: (12)

By simple algebraic manipulations, the latter three equations
may be solved for PMs and� R, that is,

R � l = V cosl � U sinl (13)
R � b = Wcosb � (V sinl + U cosl) sinb (14)
� R = Wsinb + (V sinl + U cosl) cosb: (15)

The termR� l = Vl is nothing else as the transverse velocity
along l, and similarlyR� b = Vb. In Sco OB2,� R is known for
only a very small percentage of members.

In the case of a spatially compact population (a few degrees
on the sky), the sinl, cosl, sinb; and cosb are nearly constant,
and clustering on the PM plane (and parallax) also guarantees
clustering in space velocities. For di� use populations covering
many (tens of) degrees on the sky, instead, variations in the
sine/cosine terms cannot be neglected. However, the speci�c
(strong) assumption that a group of stars share the same space
motion (U = U0;V = V0;W = W0) can still be tested, even if their
� R values are not known. De�ning� = tanl andz = R� l=cosl =
Vl=cosl (z is the greek letter “digamma”), both of which are mea-
sured for every star, we may rewrite Eq. (13) as

z = V0 � U0 �; (16)

which is a simple straight line in the (�; z) plane; this is the same
for all stars in a kinematical group. Conversely, a group of stars
not falling along the same straight line in the (�; z) plane cannot
be a single kinematical group. The intercept and slope of the line
provide space-velocity componentsV0 andU0, respectively. The
third velocity componentW0 can then be derived from Eq. (14),
suitably rewritten as

W0 =
R � b + (V0 sinl + U0 cosl) sinb

cosb
; (17)

whereU0 and V0 are derived from the previous step, and all
other quantities on the right-hand side are measured for each star.
Unlike U0 andV0, which are derived from a population best �t,
W0 from Eq. (17) is computed for each star in a given group.
Kinematical coherence requires that the distribution of suchW0
values be sharply peaked, in order to be quantitatively consistent
with the expected width of the actualW distribution (typically
1–2 km s� 1) and the propagated measurement errors, which are
in this case dominated by errors on parallaxes. We de�ne this
method as our method A.

We also devised an alternative method to recover
(U0;V0;W0) for a di� use kinematical population withGaia
measurements, but in the absence of measured� R. In fact, in
Eqs. (10)–(12) termsl;b;R; � l ; � b are all known, and those equa-
tions may be condensed as

U = � R a1 + b1 (18)
V = � R a2 + b2 (19)
W = � R a3 + b3; (20)

whereai andbi are constants (for each given star). These para-
metric equations describe a straight line in the (U;V;W) space,
where� R is a parameter. For varying� R, each star corresponds
to a line. For a kinematical group of stars, all the corresponding
lines converge to the common point (U0;V0;W0). This method
permits a simultaneous determination of all three velocity com-
ponents, unlike method A above. We de�ne this second method
as method B. In its essence, it is analogous to the “spaghetti
method” from Hoogerwerf & Aguilar (1999), however in a sim-
pli�ed form, which is justi�ed by the much higher precision of
Gaiameasurements compared to Hipparcos.

Expansion motions

If a kinematical group expands linearly, its space velocities are

U = U0 + k(X � X0) (21)
V = V0 + k(Y � Y0) (22)
W = W0 + k(Z � Z0); (23)

where (X0;Y0;W0) is the center of expansion andk is a constant.
We remark that there is circularity in this de�nition, since the
center of expansion is de�ned as the (only) point in space, where
(U;V;W) = (U0;V0;W0), but conversely (U0;V0;W0) is de�ned
as the space velocity in the center of expansion. Exactly the same
dynamics may be described assuming (X;Y;Z) = (0;0;0) as the
center of expansion, and (U0� kX0;V0� kY0;W0� kZ0) as its space
velocity. This is a conceptual ambiguity and cannot be solved by
any analysis method, as long as the velocity law is linear. By
inserting the velocity laws Eqs. (21)–(23) into Eqs. (10)–(12),
combined with de�nitions in Eqs. (1)–(3), we obtain that

U0 � kX0 = (� R � kR) cosbcosl � Rsinbcosl � b � Rsinl � l
(24)

V0 � kY0 = (� R � kR) cosbsinl � Rsinbsinl � b + Rcosl � l
(25)

W0 � kZ0 = (� R � kR) sinb + Rcosb � b: (26)

With the same manipulations as above, we obtain again linear
relations like Eqs. (13) and (16), that is

R � l = (V0 � kY0) cosl � (U0 � kX0) sinl (27)
z = (V0 � kY0) � (U0 � kX0) �; (28)

which show that even in the case of linear expansion there is a
linear relation between� andz, in itself indistinguishable from
that found in the absence of expansion. As Eqs. (13) and (27)
show, the observed slope in the diagram (l;Vl) cannot be naively
attributed to expansion or contraction, since any slope can be
obtained for a suitable pair of constants (U0 � kX0;V0 � kY0)
with no constraints onk. Therefore, analysis of the stellar locus
in the (�; z) plane does not by itself provide any constraint on the
expansion parameterk. This is both bad news and good news.
If on one hand the diagram does not permit to assess if expan-
sion or contraction takes place (i.e., the value ofk), on the other
hand even a kinematical population withk , 0 can be recog-
nized as falling along a straight locus in the (�; z) diagram. In
the same way, Eq. (17) can be used to computeW0 � kZ0 once
(U0 � kX0;V0 � kY0) are known, but not to derivek. More in gen-
eral, careful analysis of Eqs. (24)–(26) shows that the determina-
tion of k is only possible if� R is also measured, together with the
other spatial and kinematical parameters. Therefore, only a com-
plete 6D dataset (not available for the majority ofGaia sources)
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can provide us with a measure ofk. This coe� cient is deter-
mined with the help of Eq. (15), rewritten of course as

� R� kR= (W0� kZ0) sinb+((V0� kY0) sinl+(U0� kX0) cosl) cosb
(29)

in whose right-hand side (V0 � kY0) and (U0 � kX0) come from
the linear �t to Eq. (28), and (W0 � kZ0) from Eq. (17) rewritten
as

W0 � kZ0 =
R � b + ((V0 � kY0) sinl + (U0 � kX0) cosl) sinb

cosb
�

(30)

In this way, the quantity� 0
R = � R � kRcan be estimated for each

star, and individual measurements of� R andR (from parallax)
permit us to test the existence of expansion/contraction from the
correlation between� R � � 0

R andRand to compute the coe� cient
k = (� R � � 0

R)=R. A similar conclusion was reached by Blaauw
(1964) and Pecaut et al. (2012).

An exception may occur if a compact cluster of stars shows
a correlation between (for instance)l andVl , suggesting expan-
sion or contraction, and the (absolute) values ofU0 or V0 implied
by Eq. (27) assumingk = 0 would be unreasonably large.
In this case a (rough and preliminary) estimate ofk might be
obtained by setting (X0;Y0) as the cluster center, and assuming
U0 � V0 � 0, regardless of� R measurements.

4. Membership of Sco OB2

In this section, we examine the various indicators for Sco OB2
membership provided by theGaiadata, also taking advantage of
the low relative error on parallaxes in the selected sample.

4.1. Color-absolute magnitude diagram

A useful diagnostic tool enabled by the accurateGaiadata is the
color-absolute magnitude diagram (CAMD; shown in Fig. 4),
based onGaiaBP and RP photometric measurements, andGaia
absoluteG magnitudeMG (see, e.g., Gaia Collaboration 2019).
The error onMG introduced by parallax errors, given our selec-
tion on�= � � , is 0.22 mag at most and typically much less except
for the faintest sources.

The CAMD in Fig. 4 shows onlyGaia sources in the PM-
selected member sample (red polygon in Fig. 3). This diagram
shows both a well-de�ned main sequence (MS), and a clear pre-
main-sequence (PMS) band above it, separated by a gap. Also
shown for reference are the empirical sequences of the Pleiades
and IC 26022 clusters, which we derived usingGaia DR2 data.
In the lower left part (BP � RP < 1, MG > 10) the white-dwarf
sequence is also visible. The low-density, di� use cloud of data
points below the MS at colorsBP� RP> 1 is due to the so-called
“ BP� RPexcess” (e.g., Arenou et al. 2018), arising from source
confusion in dense areas, for which theBP andRP colors are
unreliable. In our sample this e� ect involves a negligible frac-
tion of Gaiasources, even though we did not apply �lter (2) from
Arenou et al. (2018) that is purposely designed to remove those
sources. The PMS band comprises all the low-mass members of
Sco OB2, while the more massive MS members (BP � RP < 1)
cannot be distinguished from the �eld stars from this CAMD.

2 The IC 2602 sequence is computed from allGaia mem-
bers selected from a square sky region of 5� side centered on
(RA;Dec)= (160:74167; � 64:4), and with constraints�= � � > 10,
� 26 < � l < � 17 mas yr� 1, � 2 < � b < 4 mas yr� 1, and 6< � < 7 mas
(383 stars).

Fig. 4. Color-absolute magnitude diagram of allGaia sources in our
PM-selected member sample (polygon in Fig. 3). The red arrow is the
reddening vector from Kounkel et al. (2018). The solid black polygon
redward ofBP � RP � 1 de�nes our “PMS locus”. The solid black
polygon blueward ofBP � RP � 1:4 de�nes the “Upper MS locus”.
The dotted red line indicates the Pleiades sequence, while the dashed
red line indicates the sequence of cluster IC 2602, both fromGaiadata.

The red arrow represents the reddening vector, as estimated by
Kounkel et al. (2018) for low extinction values; the narrow width
of the MS atBP � RP < 1 (i.e., where it is not parallel to the
reddening vector) shows that extinction is negligible up to the
maximum sample distance of 200 pc. Exceptions to this are only
likely in the immediate vicinity of dark clouds (� Oph, Lupus),
which occupy a tiny fraction of the studied sky area. The larger
solid black polygon in Fig. 4 encloses all possible PMS stars up
to very young ages, and at the same time is a� ected by only a
minimal contamination from low-mass MS �eld stars thanks to
the MS narrow width. This polygon de�nes our “PMS locus” in
the CAMD, and contains 10 839 sources (strongly dominated by
members), reported in Table A.1, and henceforth referred to as
PMS sample. The oldest ages covered by this PMS locus cor-
respond approximately to the age of IC 2602 (� 45 Myr; e.g.,
Dobbie et al. 2010). The upper-MS locus of possible Sco OB2
members falls instead inside the smaller black polygon, in the
upper left part of the diagram, and contains 3598 sources (both
members and �eld stars), reported in Table A.2 and henceforth
referred to as Upper-MS sample. In both Tables A.1 and A.2 we
also include star identi�ers from SIMBAD, when available; the
match between the SIMBAD database and theGaiaDR2 catalog
was made by CDS (Strasbourg) and not checked by us. Out of
the 10 839 PMS members in Table A.1, only 1840 (17%) have
a corresponding entry in SIMBAD; instead, a SIMBAD match
is found for 2922 (81%) of the 3598 Upper-MS members in
Table A.2. The PMS and Upper-MS samples are referred to col-
lectively as the CAMD candidate member sample (14 437 stars).
The CAMD of Fig. 4 also shows a modest number of red-clump
giants and an even smaller number of brighter and redder giants
at BP � RP > 2 andMG < 0. This type of stars cannot be a
contaminant for the CAMD candidate sample.
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 (with the same color scale) for all stars in the
PMS and Upper-MS loci from Fig. 4. The red polygon is the same as
in Fig. 3. Dots indicate members from PM16 (their Table 7), withGaia
parallax� > 5. Outside the red polygon the density of stars is very low,
but not zero. The dotted gray polygon is a reference region to estimate
contamination (see Sect. 4.4).

4.2. Proper-motion diagram

The combination of photometric selection from the CAMD with
astrometric selection from the PM plane provides us with a very
clean sample of Sco OB2 members, especially for the (numer-
ically dominant) low-mass PMS stars, and less cleanly for the
Upper-MS stars. In fact, Fig. 5 shows the density of CAMD
candidates (with no constraints on PM) in the PM plane, as in
Fig. 3. The CAMD selection has the obvious e� ect of removing
the largest majority of �eld stars, both near (� l ; � b) � (0;0) and
di� usely across the PM diagram (Figs. 5 and 3 have the same
color scale). We estimate the residual contamination from �eld
stars in the CAMD+PM-selected sample (i.e., the stars shown in
Fig. 5 and falling inside the red box) in Sect. 4.4 below. The den-
sity distribution of CAMD candidates in the PM plane is highly
structured. The comparison with median errors and width of the
smoothing Gaussian kernel shows that all those structures are
real, up to a level of detail even greater than that shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 also shows theGaia DR2 PM data (small dots) of stars
classi�ed as Sco OB2 members by PM16 (their Table 7; hence-
forth “PM16 members”), matched withGaia positions within
1 arcsec. Of the 493 PM16 members, 454 have a successfulGaia
DR2 match, 451 with� > 5. Thus, only 3/454 of matched PM16
members lie farther out than 200 pc, a much smaller percent-
age than the de Zeeuw et al. (1999) massive candidate members
(� 8%; see Sect. 2); this reinforces our arguments for a limit-
ing distance of 200 pc in the present study. The vast majority of
the PM16 members in Fig. 5 follows the same density pattern
as our CAMD candidate members, as expected. However, of the
451 PM16 members with� > 5, 18 (4%) fall outside our PM-
selection region (the red box in Fig. 5). There may be a variety
of reasons for this, one of which may be their nature as astro-
metric binaries, which are not classi�ed as such inGaia DR2.
If so, and assuming that all PM16 members are true members,

Fig. 6.Transverse-velocity plot (Vl ;Vb) for the same sample as in Fig. 3.
The median error is indicated by black segments. The solid red box
encloses the majority of Sco OB2 members and was chosen indepen-
dently from that in Fig. 3. The dashed red box encloses stars in IC 2602.

we should conclude that our PM selection misses on the order
of 4% of true members. However, enlarging the box further to
recover them risks including too many contaminants (see below)
and this option is not considered further.

4.3. Transverse velocities

Some of the structures in the CAMD member distribution in
Fig. 5 are in all probability related to the wide distribution of
these stars in the sky, which involves non-negligible projec-
tion e� ects (Sect. 3). No less important than the apparent (sky-
projected) space distribution is the depth distribution, suggested
by a correlation (not shown for brevity) that we �nd between
PM and parallax. In cases where the true space-velocity vec-
tor is close to normal to the line of sight, depth may become
the dominant factor in the spread across the PM plane for asso-
ciation members. To test this, we computed transverse veloci-
ties (VT) Vl and Vb (Sect. 3), whose distribution is shown in
Fig. 6 for our entire sample, and in Fig. 7 for the CAMD-selected
sample. It is obvious that the candidate Sco OB2 members dis-
tribution in the latter two �gures is more compact compared
to that in the PM plane of Fig. 5, indicating that depth e� ects
indeed play a major role in the apparent motion of associa-
tion members. The error onVl and Vb is often dominated by
errors on� rather than on PM; we recall however that our sam-
ple was required to satisfy�= � � > 10, so that, on average,
errors on VTs are small, as shown in the Figure, and veloc-
ity structures in the plot are real. Therefore, depth e� ects are
not uniquely responsible for the apparent dynamical structures,
and it is legitimate to investigate about other projection e� ects.
The red polygon shown in Figs. 6 and 7 encloses the majority
of Sco OB2 members and was chosen independently from that
in Fig. 5. It represents a more conservative selection compared
to Fig. 5. This becomes clear from a quantitative comparison
between Figs. 7 and 5: in the former the red region encloses
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Fig. 7. Transverse-velocity plot (Vl ;Vb), for PMS and Upper-MS stars
as in Fig. 5. The red box is as in Fig. 6. Black dots represent members
from PM16 as in Fig. 5.

11 058 CAMD-selected members (henceforth VT-selected mem-
bers), compared to 14 437 candidate CAMD members in the
latter.

Figure 7 also shows the PM16 members of Sco OB2: of
451 stars with� > 5, 69 (15.3%) fall outside our selection (red
polygon). We conclude that the VT-selected sample is a highly
reliable, but signi�cantly incomplete selection of association
members; in the following, we consider this sample uniquely
to address questions where the highest astrometric quality is
involved. For general membership issues, the VT-selected sam-
ple is too much incomplete, and we prefer to consider the PM
selection from Fig. 5.

Table 1 summarizes the sample statistics by subregion and
adopted criteria. Numbers in column “All” are not the sum of
the three preceding columns, since a (small) number of candi-
date members lie outside the adopted boundaries of USC, UCL,
and LCC regions. From a comparison between Figs. 5 and 7 it is
also clear than the VT selection leaves out IC 2602 stars, unlike
PM selection. The number of IC 2602 stars from the VT diagram
(and CAMD selection) is of 253 PMS and 114 Upper-MS stars,
which should be added to column “LCC” of Table 1, rows 3–4,
for a more accurate comparison with rows 1–2. The table shows
that VT selection lowers the number of PMS candidates by
10–20%, while it operates a much more drastic reduction
(>50%) on the number of Upper-MS candidates, which is again
an indication of the higher nonmember contamination in the
Upper-MS subsample.

4.4. Contamination

From the previous section it is qualitatively clear that �eld-star
contamination in the PM+CAMD sample is very small (and even
less in the VT+CAMD sample). In this section, we try to quanti-
tatively estimate this contamination. Since the spatial region we
study is very large, it makes little sense to look for a comparably
large sky region, where we might reasonably assume to �nd the

Table 1.Summary of candidate Sco OB2 members.

USC UCL LCC All

PM + PMS 2862 4511 2803 10 839
PM + Upper-MS 441 1261 1208 3598
VT + PMS 2587 4077 2154 9221
VT + Upper-MS 215 574 381 1337

same distribution of Galactic �eld stars but total absence of PMS
stars. A reference set of measurements from which to evaluate
contamination can be instead found in the PM diagram, still con-
sidering the same spatial region of our whole sample. In particu-
lar, we have shown that the largest majority of �eld stars across
Sco OB2 (and for� > 5) are clustered around (� l ; � b) � (0;0)
in Fig. 3, and that CAMD selection rejects virtually all of these
sources (Fig. 5). If we displace our selection region on the PM
plane (the red polygon in Fig. 5), and recenter it to (0;0) with
a 180� rotation to avoid overlap with the current selection, we
�nd 344 �eld stars inside the gray polygon in Fig. 5, also falling
in the PMS region in the CAMD. This is the absolute maximum
contamination that may potentially a� ect our PM+CAMD mem-
ber sample, therefore, a maximum contamination of 3.2%. For
the Upper-MS sample, the same procedure gives both a much
larger number and percentage of contaminants: 1162 �eld stars,
or 32.3%, which was qualitatively expected.

We also estimated contamination using less extreme
hypotheses. For example, by rotating the red polygon in Fig. 5
by 90, 180 and 270 deg around (0;0), we obtain, respectively,
200, 62, and 72 contaminants for the PMS sample (0.6%–1.8%),
and 1068, 345, and 275 contaminants for the Upper-MS sample
(7.6%–29.7%). Therefore, a rather robust conclusion is a con-
tamination level between 1 and 3% for the PMS sample and
between 10 and 30% for the Upper-MS sample.

We also considered contamination of the VT-selected sam-
ples from Fig. 7, using the same approach. By translating the red
polygon to (0;0) (absolute-maximum case) we would select 94
�eld stars in the PMS sample and 205 in the Upper-MS sam-
ple (1% and 15% contamination of the actual VT-selected PMS
and Upper-MS samples, respectively). By rotating the selection
region around (0;0) we have 36, 4, and 16 PMS contaminants
(0.04%–0.4%) and 249, 41, and 47 Upper-MS contaminants
(3%–18.6%). As expected, VT selection involves a signi�cantly
lower contamination than PM selection, at the expense of a sig-
ni�cantly lower completeness as seen above.

Therefore, the levels of contamination in theseGaia mem-
ber samples are much lower than in earlier astrometric studies
such as Hoogerwerf (2000), where contamination ranges from
� 30% to� 60%, even considering our worst case of PM-selected
Upper-MS members.

5. Spatial distribution of members

The sky-projected spatial density of PM-selected PMS stars
is shown in Fig. 8. The total sky area of the three regions
is 1974 square degrees, and the corresponding space vol-
ume up to the maximum distance surveyed here (200 pc) is
1 653 883 cubic pc. The total number ofGaia sources (after our
selection on� and �= � � only) in the three regions is 164 042,
clearly dominated by �eld stars; we discuss in Sect. 8 the local
space density ratio of members to �eld stars.

The highest density peaks of PMS stars in Fig. 8
(� 90 stars/square degree) are found near the� Oph dark cloud,
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Fig. 8. Spatial density of PM-selected PMS stars. The top axis color bar indicates stellar density in units of stars per square degree. Pixels with
densities above the color-scale maximum are shown in white. The large red dashed rectangles indicate the boundaries of the USC, UCL, and LCC
regions, after de Zeeuw et al. (1999) and Preibisch & Mamajek (2008). Black dots indicate members after de Zeeuw et al. (1999). Positions of
known star-forming regions from Mellinger (2008) and of the open cluster IC 2602 are indicated with labeled small circles. The dense cluster
around V1062 Sco is labeled UCL-1. This and the other small clusters UCL-2, UCL-3, LCC-1, as well as IC 2602 and the Lupus III condensation
are indicated by dashed rectangles.

and rather surprising also in correspondence to a group of stars
near V1062 Sco, recently discovered by Röser et al. (2018) using
Gaia DR1 data, which is labeled as UCL-1 in the �gure. The
global distribution of the new PMS members follows rather
closely that of more massive members from de Zeeuw et al.
(1999), also shown in the �gure. Among the Lupus clouds, we
�nd a noticeable density peak only in Lupus III, and a much
weaker one in Lupus IV. Besides the main density peak in� Oph,
a complex spatial structure is found all over the Upper Sco
region. At the opposite extreme, we �nd a weaker and smoother
density peak of PMS stars corresponding to the ZAMS cluster
IC 2602: this is not surprising, since at the cluster age (� 45 Myr,
e.g., Dobbie et al. 2010) the lowest mass stars are still found in
the PMS stage and were therefore selected using our CAMD.
If we had included all IC 2602 MS members, its spatial density
peak would have been much higher.

Figure 8 provides many details on the lower density popu-
lations in Sco OB2. In the densest USC region, density exceeds
15 stars per square degree over a contiguous region of approxi-
mate size 15� � 15� , and exceeds 25 stars per square degree over
more than one-third of the same area. There are no recogniz-
able high-density condensations bridging the gap between this
dense USC region and density peaks in UCL, such as those in
the Lupus clouds and the UCL-1 cluster mentioned above. Apart
from Lupus III, other subclusters in Lupus (Lupus I, II, and IV)
are rather weak from theGaia data, compared to, for example,
the map in Preibisch & Mamajek (2008; their Fig. 6), and de�-
nitely weaker than other subclusters in UCL, labeled as UCL-2
and UCL-3 in Fig. 8. The mismatch between the older member
map in Preibisch & Mamajek (2008) and that in Fig. 8 should not
be surprising. This is because the former resulted from observa-
tions that were either spatially incomplete or with highly nonuni-
form depth, such as the X-ray observations in Lupus, while the

Gaia data are uniform over the entire region. On the other hand,
Gaia is not very sensitive to highly extincted objects, which are
instead more e� ciently detected using X-ray observations.

Another density peak is found in LCC, labeled as LCC-1 in
the �gure (containing 90 stars), together with weaker, unlabeled
peaks. Besides these density peaks, the entire Sco OB2 asso-
ciation is permeated by a di� use population of low-mass PMS
members with densities of 5–10 stars per square degree, running
without apparent discontinuity through the entire length of the
association (� 70� on the sky).

The determination of kinematical groups may be severely
a� ected by projection e� ects when a di� use population spans
several tens of degrees on the sky, as in this case. This does not
hold for compact clusters, however. Therefore, we separate the
study of compact and di� use populations, and of their dynamics.

5.1. Compact populations

In the simplest case of a compact (on the sky) population,b �
const andl � const:, and Eqs. (13)–(16) show thatVl � const and
Vb � const provided of course that the cluster is not elongated
along the line of sight (i.e.,R � const:, as seems reasonable). In
this case projection e� ects are not important. Condition for the
existence of a clustered and kinematically coherent population
is therefore clustering both in space and on the PM or VT plane.
We selected from the spatial distribution of members shown in
Fig. 8 the local overdensities that most likely correspond to phys-
ical groups, well above local density �uctuations. These are indi-
cated with dashed rectangles in the Figure. The de�nition of the
USC compact population is discussed below (Sect. 5.1.2).

Figure 9 shows the distribution on the PM plane of compact
(CAMD-selected) groups, as de�ned by spatial regions in Fig. 8.
These distributions con�rm that these spatial groups correspond
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Fig. 9. Proper-motion diagrams of spatially compact populations (PMS and Upper-MS), as de�ned by dashed rectangles in Fig. 8, and no other
constraints on PM. Only stars inside the dashed rectangles in the PM plane are kept as members of the respective compact populations.

to kinematically coherent populations, since most stars in each
group are well localized in PM space. We consider as con�rmed
members in each group only stars falling inside the dashed boxes
in Fig. 9. Stars from a given spatial group but falling outside
of the corresponding PM box were rejected as members of the
group. We �nd in this way 350 members (PMS+Upper-MS) in
IC 2602, 593 members in UCL-1, 52 in UCL-2, 52 in UCL-3,
90 in LCC-1, and 69 in Lupus III.

The spatial distribution of the UCL-1 population is shown
in Fig. 10. As already evident from Fig. 8, this cluster is not
symmetric because it is not only elongated alongl, but also pos-
sessing a small “satellite” cluster (2� to the east). This small
companion cluster was not detected in the discovery paper
(Röser et al. 2018). A slight asymmetry was also noticeable in
the PM plane (Fig. 9). UCL-1 has a likely complex internal
dynamics, which deserves further studies.

5.1.1. IC 2602

Figure 10 also shows the spatial distribution of PMS and
Upper-MS members of IC 2602; this �gure does not show the
complete cluster population, which should also include lower
MS members. The �gure shows the presence of an extended
halo (� 10� 15� ) around this cluster. The halo density degrades
smoothly away from the cluster core, ruling out a substantial
contamination by �eld stars. The halo has a radius much

larger than the known cluster size (1:5� in radius after
Kharchenko et al. 2013), and is asymmetric, being elongated
along l. Although IC 2602 does not belong to Sco OB2, it is
spatially and dynamically a close relative, and for this reason
we include it in this work, if even marginally. The IC 2602 halo
might be populated by cluster members that are gradually lost
(evaporated), as is expected for all but the most tightly bound
clusters (Lada & Lada 2003). While they evaporate, members
keep enough memory of their original kinematics that they still
contribute to the same peak in PM space as stars in the IC 2602
core. TheGaia data are therefore providing us with one rather
clear detection of evaporation from a ZAMS cluster, which
deserves a deeper study in a future work.

We examined if theGaia data contain indications of a
measurable expansion rate for IC 2602. We clari�ed in Sect. 3
that an unambiguous determination of expansion requires
knowledge of radial velocities� R. We lack � R for the new
Gaia members, but since IC 2602 is a well-studied cluster
we know � Rs for members in its core, as recently measured
by Bravi et al. (2018) in the context of theGaia-ESO Sur-
vey: from that work, the median� R is 17.63 km s� 1. The
Gaia data provide instead median VTs ofVl = � 15:02 and
Vb = 0:77 km s� 1. Inserting these values into Eqs. (10)–(12)
we compute median space velocities (U;V;W), which enable
us to predict the locus occupied by the IC 2602 members in
the (z; � ) diagram (Eq. (16)), in the absence of expansion. The
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Fig. 10.Spatial distributions of IC 2602 (left) and UCL-1 (right) members. The spatial scale of the two panels is di� erent.

resulting prediction is compared to the data in Fig. 11. If we
instead use Eqs. (24)–(26) and (28), and assume an expansion
rate of k = 0:05 km s� 1 pc� 1, we obtain a distinctly di� erent
locus on the (z; � ) plane (red line in the �gure). The actualGaia
data lie somewhat in between these two cases, and deciding
between them would involve a detailed membership assessment
(especially) for the halo members, which requires additional
data. The valuek = 0:05 km s� 1 pc� 1 may nevertheless be
considered as a robust upper limit for the IC 2602 expansion
rate. This is consistent with the known age of the cluster: a star
in the halo, 6� (16 pc) away from the cluster core and traveling
at constant speed since 45 Myr must have a transverse speed of
0.35 km s� 1, while its predicted speed withk � 0:05 km s� 1 pc� 1

would be � 0:8 km s� 1, which is consistent with this
value.

5.1.2. Clustered populations in Upper Sco

In the USC region the distinction between the di� use and
clustered populations is much less clear cut than elsewhere in
Sco OB2. As Fig. 8 shows, the strongest density peaks in USC
are surrounded by intermediate-density regions (� 30 stars per
square degree) and not immediately by low-density regions (� 10
stars per square degree) as found throughout most of Sco OB2.
Moreover, the high-density regions in USC do not possess regu-
lar shapes, which makes their de�nition even more problematic.
Therefore, we devote this subsection to the de�nition of the clus-
tered USC population and to the study of its peculiarities.

Figure 12 is a spatial map of all PM-selected PMS members
in the USC region; we avoid Upper-MS candidates because of
their larger �eld-star contamination. The map shows an intercon-
nected aggregate of density peaks, of which the highest roughly
corresponding to the� Oph dark clouds. It might be naively
suspected that spatially adjacent peaks share the same dynam-
ics (PM), but we found this not to be true. The spatial region
is small enough (less than 10� 10 square degrees as far as the
high-density regions are concerned) that projection e� ects can-

Fig. 11. Plot of (z; � ) for IC 2602. The dashed black and red lines are
predicted loci of IC 2602 members for no expansion and expansion with
k = 0:05 km s� 1 pc� 1, respectively.

not be responsible for the di� erence. We therefore selected all
possible high-density peaks as clustered-population candidates
and then examined their dynamics. The selection was made visu-
ally and corresponds to the dashed line in Fig. 12. It de�nes 1045
PMS stars without constraints on PM or VT. This compact USC
population is distributed on the PM plane as shown in Fig. 13:
two main groups are evident, plus secondary peaks within each
of them. The correspondence between position in space and in
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Fig. 12.Spatial map of PM-selected PMS stars in the USC region. The
dashed line encloses the bulk of the compact component in this area.

the PM plane is not trivial: for example, the three small, well-
de�ned peaks around (l;b) � (353;+23) do not contribute to the
same group in PM space, despite their proximity on the sky. The
same is found for stars near� Oph. The two groups in Fig. 13 are
better separated along� b than along� l ; therefore, we also con-
sider their distribution on the�; � b diagram, shown in Fig. 14.
This shows that, on average, the two groups have signi�cantly
di� erent parallaxes, con�rming that the two groups seen in the
PM plane of Fig. 13 are real. Therefore, we conclude that there
are two rather distinct compact populations in USC, which we
refer to as “USC-near” (� � 7) and “USC-far” (� � 6� 6:5).
Operationally, we de�ne their members using the two dashed
regions in Fig. 14, in addition to the spatial region of Fig. 12.
It should be emphasized that neither of the two subpopulations
has a regular structure because there are signi�cant substruc-
tures in both PM space and parallax. Figure 15 �nally shows
that substructures in USC-near and USC-far are also obviously
present in their sky distribution. It is intriguing that within USC
close proximity on the sky does not generally mean belonging to
the same kinematical population. The number of PMS (Upper-
MS) members in USC-near and -far are 501 (19) and 350 (12),
respectively.

5.2. Diffuse populations

The number of Sco OB2 members found to belong to compact
groups in the previous subsection is 2088 (1913 PMS and 175
Upper-MS stars). This is only 14.5% of the total number of
PM+CAMD selected members: the bulk of association mem-
bers are found in the di� use population. In this section we use
methods presented in Sect. 3 to study the properties of kinemat-
ical groups among this large di� use population. We tried sev-
eral methods to identify the best candidate samples for being
a kinematical group. We start from the distribution on the VT
plane of di� use members, shown in Fig. 16. Still after removal
of the compact populations, a complex multipeaked structure is
observable in the VT plane. We might ask if projection e� ects

Fig. 13. PM diagram of the compact USC component, as de�ned in
Fig. 12.

Fig. 14. (� b; � ) diagram of the compact USC component. The dashed
lines select the “USC near” and “USC far” subpopulations.

can be held responsible for such a structure (as depth e� ects were
demonstrated to be in the case of some of the structures on the
PM plane), but this is unlikely the case, for at least two reasons:
the association is much more elongated alongl than alongb,
yet the two main peaks in the VT plane are no better separated
alongVl than alongVb; and the spatial distribution of the (dom-
inant) di� use component in Sco OB2 is too smooth to produce
two distinct peaks such as those in Fig. 16. Multiple peaks on
the VT plane therefore correspond likely to di� erent kinemati-
cal groups. This is further con�rmed by the density plot shown
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Fig. 15. Spatial distributions of “USC near”
and “USC far” subpopulations.

Fig. 16.Transverse-velocity plot (Vl ;Vb), for PMS and Upper-MS stars
in the di� use component. The red box is the same as in Fig. 6.

in Fig. 17, showing� versus the velocity di� erenceVl � Vb (i.e.,
the projection of the velocity vector along the direction which
maximizes the group di� erences, times

p
2). The richest group

(labeled D2 in the �gure) spans a much larger parallax range and
probably consists of multiple subpopulations; the less rich group
(D1) spans a smaller� range and is more likely to be a single
population.

All di � use populations de�ned in this section are required
to be VT-selected members to minimize the number of possible
interlopers. As a consequence, there are a number of
PM-selected members falling neither in compact nor in di� use
populations, but which are still kept to avoid excessive incom-
pleteness, as explained above. The population to which each star
is assigned is also reported in Tables A.1 and A.2.

The spatial distributions of populations D1 and D2 are shown
in Fig. 18. Population D1 is mostly found in UCL and nearly
absent in LCC, while D2 populates all three of USC, UCL, and
LCC. The density of D2 is highest in USC, and there is a hint
of a density gap between USC and the rest of the D2 population.

Fig. 17.Plot of parallax� vs. VT di� erenceVl � Vb. The solid red line
separates di� use components D1 and D2, as labeled.

On the other hand, D2 appears to extend beyond the commonly
adopted boundaries of Sco OB2, for example in the sky region
350 < l < 360 and 0< b < 10 (hosting the cloud Barnard 59
and the Pipe Nebula).

Adopting the formalism developed in Sect. 3, we show the
(z; � ) diagram for the whole di� use population in Fig. 19. While
for l < 320 a linear dependence ofz on � (and therefore a sin-
gle dynamical population) is consistent with the data, this is not
the case forl > 320. This con�rms that multiple dynamical
populations exist, regardless of projection e� ects. The same dia-
gram, for the D1 component as de�ned above, is shown in
Fig. 20. In contrast to Fig. 19, here a linear relation between
z and� is observed, and the relative best-�t line is shown. Also
shown are the positions of the compact populations, which are
computed using the respective median VTs and positions. The
UCL-1 and UCL-2 groups have a dynamics that is very close
to the D1 di� use component, while UCL-3 is only slightly dis-
crepant; the dynamics of all other compact groups is much less
consistent with that of population D1. As explained in Sect. 3,
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Fig. 18.Spatial maps of di� use components D1 (upper panel) and D2 (lower panel).

intercept and (negative) slope of the best-�t line to D1 provide
space velocitiesV0 = � 17:86 km s� 1 andU0 = � 10:11 km s� 1

(Eq. (16)). Inserting these constants in Eq. (17) we obtain (star-
by-star) estimates ofW for population D1: this is con�rmed to
consist of a well-de�ned kinematical population if the inferred
values ofW fall into a narrow range. This is indeed the case, as
demonstrated by the histogram of derivedW values in Fig. 21,
having a peak atW0 = � 5:97 km s� 1, and a standard deviation
� W of 1.07 km s� 1. The peak width is well consistent with the

velocity spread commonly found in young clusters (1–2 km s� 1)
and we conclude that D1 is really a well-de�ned kinematical
subpopulation according to our method A.

We checked this result using our method B. To do this, we
use Eqs. (18)–(20), generating for each star all possible positions
(U;V;W) in velocity space for� R in the range [� 25;25] km s� 1

in steps of 0.5 km s� 1. Figure 22 shows the outcome of this pro-
cedure, as density of data points projected to the (V;U) and
(V;W) planes in the left and right panels, respectively. In both
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Fig. 19. Plot of z = Vl=cosl vs. � = tanl for all di� use components.
Vertical dotted lines are plotted at constantl, spaced by 10� .

panels, the density peak corresponds well to the values found
using method A (small circles in the �gure). On the (V;W) plane,
method B shows some substructures in the density peak; how-
ever, they are not su� ciently separated to permit a more re�ned
dynamical classi�cation.

An analogous procedure was followed for population D2:
Fig. 23 is the corresponding (z; � ) diagram. We excluded from
D2 the USC region, since, as noted above, the spatial distribu-
tion of its di� use component does not appear as a simple exten-
sion of D2 into the USC region. Even after removing the USC
region, Fig. 23 shows that D2 deviates from a simple straight line
at tanl � � 0:5. For tanl > � 0:45 the diagram appearance sug-
gests the coexistence of two populations, labeled in the �gure as
D2a and D2b, separated by the blue dotted line, and following
distinct linear loci (dashed lines). The D2a population overlaps
the tanl range of D1 (Fig. 20), but is a dynamically di� erent
population: the best-�t line for D1 is also shown in Fig. 23 (red
dotted line) for comparison. D2a is instead kinematically consis-
tent with compact groups USC-near and -far. D2b is consistent
with Lupus III and slightly less with LCC-1, while it is obvi-
ously inconsistent with UCL-1 and UCL-3. For D2a we obtain
best-�t values ofV0 = � 14:94 km s� 1 andU0 = � 16:2 km s� 1.
Again, we inferW values for its member stars, but this time
we obtain a more complexW histogram, as shown in Fig. 24.
The W distribution is obviously doubly-peaked and has max-
ima nearW = � 5:2 km s� 1 andW = � 8:75 km s� 1. This is best
interpreted as two populations, with nearly undistinguishable
U and V components, but well-separatedW components. An
approximate boundary inW between the two subpopulation is
adopted atW = � 6:75 (dotted red line in Fig. 24). We turn to
method B for a check, whose results are shown in Fig. 25, the
analogous of Fig. 22. Here again, the (V; U) plane (Fig. 25, left
panel) shows a single fairly well-de�ned peak, coincident with
that found using method A; in the (V;W) plane, instead, two
distinct linear streams are evident (Fig. 25, right panel), which
are well consistent with the two D2a subpopulations found by

Fig. 20.Plot of (z; � ) for the D1 component. Vertical dotted lines as in
Fig. 19. The dashed line is a linear best �t to the D1 data points. The
labeled circles indicate the median (z; � ) values of the compact Sco OB2
populations.

Fig. 21. Histogram of inferredW for the D1 population. The vertical
red dashed line indicates the medianW (� 5:97 km s� 1).

method A. Again from this latter diagram, the subpopulation
corresponding to peakW = � 5:2 km s� 1 is less rich than the
other, and a complete separation between the two does not seem
possible.

Finally, diagrams illustrating results from methods A and B
for D2b are shown in Figs. 26 and 27. In this case we obtainV0 =
� 14:09 km s� 1 andU0 = � 12:55 km s� 1, and theW histogram is
well behaved, with a peak (medianW) at W = � 7:75 and� W
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Fig. 22.Results of our method B, for the D1 population.Left panel: (U;V) density plot.Right panel: (W;V) density plot. In each panel, the circle
indicates the result of method A.

Fig. 23. Plot of (z; � ) for the D2 component, but excluding the USC
region. Vertical dotted lines as in Fig. 19. The dotted blue line separates
di� use subpopulations D2a and D2b, whose best-�t lines are shown as
dashed red and black lines, respectively. The dotted red line is the D1
best �t from Fig. 20, as a reference. The small circles are shown as in
Fig. 20.

of 1.2 km s� 1. Correspondingly, method B also indicates a single
population (Fig. 27); space velocities agree with method A.

Total number of PMS (Upper-MS) members for D1, D2a
and D2b populations are 2105 (353), 757 (145), and 3562 (640),
respectively. The existence of discrete di� use populations, each

Fig. 24. Histogram of inferredW for the D2a population. The verti-
cal red dashed lines are estimates of the medianW for the two peaks.
The boundary between the two D2a subpopulations is assumed at
W = � 6:75 (dotted red segment).

with its own well-characterized kinematical properties, as found
in this work, is in contrast with the continuous dependence
of (U;V;W) on l, as in Rizzuto et al. (2011). In hindsight, in
Fig. 2a from Rizzuto et al., at least three layers of constantU
were already noticeable. TheGaia DR2 data are much more
precise than those available to those authors, so that a contin-
uous U distribution across the entire Sco OB2 can be ruled
out.
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Fig. 25.Results of our method B, for the D2a population.Left panel: (U;V) density plot.Right panel: (W;V) density plot. In each panel, circles
indicate the results of method A.

Fig. 26.Analogous to Fig. 21, for the D2b population.

Diffuse population in Upper Sco

As is clear from Sect. 5.1.2, the USC region hosts populations
with a complex structure, both spatially and kinematically. Once
we remove the compact populations found in Sect. 5.1.2, the
remaining di� use USC population (named USC-D2, since it
is a D2 subpopulation) distributes on the PM plane as shown
in Fig. 28. Again, projection e� ects over such a limited sky
region are negligible. A comparison between Figs. 28 and 13
shows that the dominant peak in this latter (USC-near, at� b <
� 10 mas yr� 1) has no correspondence among stars in the dif-
fuse population (Fig. 28). Conversely, only secondary peaks in
Fig. 28 (at� l > � 24 mas yr� 1) correspond to stars in USC-far

in Fig. 13. Therefore, compact and di� use population in USC
have largely nonoverlapping kinematical properties, except per-
haps for the USC-far group. Nevertheless, Fig. 28 suggests the
existence of kinematical substructures (or multiple subpopula-
tions) among the di� use USC-D2 population, analogous though
not identical to compact USC populations.

Since projection e� ects across USC are small, our meth-
ods A and B are unlikely to provide signi�cant indications on
the space velocity vector of the USC-D2 population. We never-
theless attempted this route as above, with the results shown in
Figs. 29 and 30 for method A, and Fig. 31 for method B.

Figure 29 show that the (�; z) diagram for USC-D2 is some-
what wiggly, and a linear �t not very signi�cant. The inferred
W histogram of Fig. 30 is, not unexpectedly, less regular than its
analogues for D1 or D2b; its� W is larger (1.54 km s� 1), although
still plausible. Method B con�rms that results from method A
are not well constrained: the locus of maximum density in the
(V;U) plane (left panel in Fig. 31) is very elongated (degener-
ate parameters); moreover, the density distribution in the (V;W)
plane possibly suggests two loci for the maxima, which are how-
ever very hard to disentangle, and only in rough agreement with
results from method A. This means that the structures on the PM
plane of Fig. 28 for the USC-D2 population are likely to be real,
but there is no simple, nonarbitrary way to separate the subpop-
ulations giving rise to them. Overall, USC-D2 comprises 1210
PMS and 119 Upper-MS members.

5.3. Stars beyond 200 pc

In Sect. 2 we mentioned that� 8% of Sco OB2 members from
de Zeeuw et al. (1999) haveGaiaparallaxes indicating distances
larger than 200 pc. However, we also found in Sect. 4.2 that only
less than 1% of low-mass members from PM16 lie farther than
200 pc. In this section, we try to estimate if any signi�cant part
of Sco OB2 lies farther than this distance, which was assumed as
the e� ective far boundary of the association in all previous sec-
tions. Therefore, we selected allGaia sources with 3:3 < � < 5
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Fig. 27.Results of our method B, for the D2b population.Left panel: (U;V) density plot.Right panel: (W;V) density plot. In each panel, the circle
indicates the result of method A.

Fig. 28.Proper-motion diagram of the di� use population in USC.

(distance range 200–300 pc) and�= � � > 10 as before, together
with PM-plane selection as in Sect. 2, and the requirement of
falling inside thePMSlocuson theCAMD3.Forstarsup to200 pc,
the same selection criteria resulted in the spatial map shown in

3 We checked that the larger distance of the 200–300 pc sample implies
a faint limit aroundMG � 13 on the corresponding CAMD. In Fig. 4 only
70 PMS members (� 0:6% of all PMS members) fall below that limit.
Accordingly, we do not expect that the comparison between samples
within and beyond 200 pc is vitiated by their di� erent limitingMGs.

Fig. 29. Plot (z; � ) for the USC-D2 population. The dashed line indi-
cates the best �t. The small circles are shown as in Fig. 20.

Fig. 8. For the 200–300 distance range, the resulting sky distri-
bution is instead shown in Fig. 32, shown with the same color
scale as Fig. 8. The density of these (candidate PMS) stars is not
uniform, with 3–4 probable concentrations (mainly near Lupus),
but does not follow the spatial pattern found for Sco OB2 mem-
bers. One of the most signi�cant overdensities, as also part of the
di� use component, lie even outside the conventional association
boundary. Average and peak densities are much lower than the
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Fig. 30.Analogous to Fig. 21, for the USC-D2 population.

corresponding values in Sco OB2. All these characteristics argue
against these stars being association members.

A further indication in this sense is provided by the VT
diagram for the same stars (Fig. 33). The VT diagram is pre-
ferred to the PM diagram because is compensates di� erences in
depth, which are there by de�nition. The comparison between
this �gure and Fig. 7 shows that there is no concentration of
PMS candidates between 200 and 300 pc inside the red poly-
gon used to select Sco OB2 members; on the other hand, two
distinct density peaks in the VT plane are found at larger nega-
tive Vl values, outside the red polygon. Most of the di� use pop-
ulation between 200 and 300 pc is widely spread over the VT
plane. If the color scale in Fig. 33 were the same as in Fig. 6, the
diagram would appear as almost pure white. We conclude that
there is no signi�cant presence of Sco OB2 members beyond
200 pc. Therefore, de Zeeuw members beyond that distance are
either nonmembers or perhaps runaway members. The �rst pos-
sibility is entirely plausible, as in Table C1 from de Zeeuw et al.
(1999) 8% of the Sco OB2 members have membership probabil-
ities P < 70%. The scarcity of PM16 members beyond 200 pc
agrees well with our results.

6. Stellar ages

An important piece of information on the star formation his-
tory in Sco OB2 is contained in the CAMD already presented
in Fig. 4. In particular, the obvious gap between the MS and
PMS loci shows that star formation in Sco OB2 only started less
than 30–40 Myr (at most), and was essentially absent at earlier
times, that is, before the birth of IC 2602, whose sequence is
shown in Fig. 4. If continuous star formation were present, we
would expect in the CAMD a star density inversely proportional
to the speed at which a star crosses a given part of the diagram.
Therefore, data points should cluster near the positions corre-
sponding to the latest PMS stages and have the least density
high up on the Hayashi track, that is the opposite of what we
observe. The preselection of sources shown in our CAMD was
made only from the (wide) region of the PM plane from Fig. 3.

Strictly speaking, we can only rule out that the parent molecular
cloud of the current Sco OB2, whose dynamical signature is seen
in Fig. 3, formed stars earlier than 30 Myr ago. There might be
many stars at intermediate ages (e.g., 100–300 Myr) in the same
space region, but having di� erent kinematical properties. Alter-
natively, the Sco OB2 parent cloud might have given birth to an
earlier generation of stars, but their dynamical signatures were
completely erased on timescales of less than 30–40 Myr through
dynamical interactions with �eld stars. This latter scenario seems
however less likely, if we consider the rather narrow width of the
PMS locus in Fig. 4, and the well-de�ned spatial boundaries of
the di� use Sco OB2 population found in Fig. 8.

We examined the individual CAMDs of all kinematical
populations de�ned in Sect. 5. Members of IC 2602 are not
considered in this section. We di� erentiate between the spa-
tially compact and di� use populations. Since stellar aggregates
are known to disperse with time (on average), but never con-
dense out of a dispersed population, the di� use Sco OB2 popu-
lations must be on average older than compact populations. This
holds irrespective of our ability to trace back star positions to
their birthplace, from accurate measurements of individual stel-
lar motions.

The CAMDs of Sco OB2 stars from compact populations are
shown in Fig. 34 (left panel). For each group, a nonparametric �t
(lowess) was made. The same was made for theGaia DR2 data
of the Pleiades and IC 2602 (solid lines) and for the total PMS
Sco OB2 population (dashed black line). The standard deviations
� (MG) (mag) around the individual best �ts, and the average dif-
ference� (MG) (mag, positive upward) with respect to the total-
population best �t were computed for each subgroup, as shown
in the �gure legend. The same procedure was made for the dif-
fuse populations, and the result is shown in the right panel of
the same �gure. Even though we did not correct for reddening,
it is clear from the �gure that it cannot be responsible for the
observed spread of data points.

The comparison among all populations is easier if we con-
sider the diagram in Fig. 35, which summarizes all� and �
values from the previous CAMDs. The youngest compact pop-
ulations are (in order of increasing age) Lup-III, USC-near, and
USC-far. The youngest di� use population is USC-D2, which has
both � and � very close to USC-far: these two populations are
closely related. The remaining di� use populations are de�nitely
older; the ages are not signi�cantly di� erent from the compact
groups UCL-1, UCL-2, UCL-3, and LCC-1. The D1 and D2b
populations constitute the bulk of UCL and LCC members (with-
out one-to-one correspondence to these spatial regions, how-
ever), and their indistiguishable ages match well with results
from Mamajek et al. (2002) and PM16.

The fact that the three youngest groups are compact agrees
with our above arguments that the di� use Sco OB2 populations
are on average older than the compact populations. However, it
is not entirely satisfactory that a non-negligible fraction of stars
in USC-near and -far are found at old apparent ages (small� ),
overlapping the bulk of stars in the D2b di� use population. The
latter is mostly located in LCC. As extensively discussed in the
literature reviewed by Preibisch & Mamajek (2008), USC is
thought to be the youngest part of Sco OB2; only 22 stars older
than 5 Myr were found in the� Oph cluster by Pillitteri et al.
(2016). Moreover, star formation in USC has been argued to
have been triggered by events (e.g., supernova explosions) in
the neighboring UCL region, itself triggered from LCC (the old-
est part of Sco OB2). The presence in USC of stars as old as
those in LCC does not �t in this picture. The only possibility
to reconcile the commonly accepted sequence of star formation
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Fig. 31.Results of our method B, for the USC-D2 population.Left panel: (U;V) density plot.Right panel: (W;V) density plot. In each panel, the
circle indicates the result of method A.

Fig. 32.Spatial map of PM-selected PMS candidate members having parallaxes 3:3 < � < 5 (distance between 200 and 300 pc). The color scale
is the same as in Fig. 8 for an immediate comparison.

events across Sco OB2 with the incongruence described above is
that individual star positions in the CAMD do not re�ect (only)
stellar ages. This was already proposed by Bara� e et al. (2012,
2017) and Dunham & Vorobyov (2012); see also Je� ries (2012).
According to these models, the position of a star in the PMS part
of the CAMD (or any equivalent of the temperature-luminosity
diagram) would depend not only on its mass and age, but also
on its past accretion history during the protostellar phase, which
may be di� erent from star to star. If this is true, then the large

luminosity spreads we observe for USC-near and -far would
have little to do with an (unlikely) spread of ages in USC, and
indicate instead a wide range of past accretion histories for USC
stars. It should be remarked that the individual accretion histo-
ries in a remote past are no longer traceable from (for instance)
accretion or disk diagnostics currently observable, and that the
star positions in the CAMD need not be altered by nonphoto-
spheric contributions for such a scatter to take place. The large
� (MG) for the same stars, on the other hand, would agree well
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